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Summary 
 
2014/15 was a challenging year for members of the North East Coastal Group.  The 
tidal surge in the winter of 2013 led to a significant number of repairs to coastal 
defences on the north east coast.  Work to restore the level of protection was carried 
out in addition to programmed work on coastal schemes.  Our members were also 
involved in developing a six year investment plan with Environment Agency 
colleagues, this required an enormous effort from all those involved.  The resulting 
plan marks a significant change to the way coastal schemes will be funded from now 
on.  
 
We have made good progress on schemes to manage the risk of flood and coastal 
erosion.  Our members have taken a full part in the management of our coastline, by 
establishing policy and carrying out a wide variety of work to make it happen.  It is 
pleasing to report on the progress of the group as a whole and the achievements of 
individual group members.   
 
My report demonstrates the value of the North East Coastal Group by highlighting 
how its members have contributed to all aspects of coastal management.  It outlines 
some of the highlights of the year and also draws attention to a number of 
challenges that group members have faced, and how they have worked hard 
throughout the year to overcome them. 
 
 
  

Introduction 
 
Members of the North East Coastal Group belong to Coastal Local Authorities, 
County Councils, the Environment Agency (EA), Natural England and Port 
Authorities whose responsibilities lie on the coast between St Abb’s Head (Scottish 
Borders) to Gibraltar Point (North Lincolnshire) a distance of approximately 350km.   
 
We are a technical group comprising of coastal managers, planners and others with 
knowledge of shoreline management.  We work at a strategic level in partnership 
with communities and other stakeholders to secure funding from Government 
through their ‘Resilience Partnership’ funding approach to deliver schemes that 
manage the risk from sea flooding and coastal erosion. 
 

North East Coasta l Group  



Funding comes from a variety of sources including Government grant in aid, local 
levy, local authorities and external contributions.  External contributions come from 
partner organisations or individuals who benefit from our work. 
 
The total budget for flood and coastal risk management work on the north east coast 
in 2014/15 was £32.7 million.  In all there were 26 projects which protected 1689 
properties from coastal erosion and 61,000 from sea flooding.  
 
The Coastal Group is a forum for coastal practitioners to meet and discuss issues 
and problems, share knowledge and ideas, and help each other to develop solutions 
that deliver innovation and best practice.  We have used our expertise to develop 
long term plans with sustainable policies to manage the coast effectively.  We aim to 
influence and advise members of the Regional Flood and Coastal Committees 
(RFCCs) on funding decisions and all matters relating to the coast.   
  

In discussion with the National Coastal Team, Department for the Environment, Food 
and Rural Affairs (Defra), Chairmen of the RFCCs and the EA, group members have 
put forward their views, in the development and implementation of national policies, 
key research and development projects and a wide range of initiatives relating to 
effective management of the coast. 
 
 
 

Highlights of the Year and Challenges  
 
This year has been a particularly challenging one for Coastal Group Members, the 
tidal surge of 2013 led to an unexpected programme of repair work the scale of 
which only became apparent in the spring of 2014.   
 
In addition to planned work we have also been involved in developing a six year 
investment plan, introducing a pipeline of schemes up to 2021.  To make sure that 
the final programme could be approved, initially by RFCC’s in October 2014, and 
then by the Environment Agency Board in November 2014, the timetable for 
commencement of the planning stage was brought forward to February to allow extra 
time for the process to take place. 
 
Coastal Group Members and their Environment Agency partners rose to the 
challenge and worked hard throughout the year to deliver two very important and 
additional pieces of work, without significantly increased resources. 
 

 Building the Six Year Programme 
 
Following the spending review in 2013 the Government announced that there would 
be a steady increase in capital funding to 2021.  In return for the extra capital 
funding, the Government set some challenging objectives.  They require 300,000 
houses better protected over the six years of the settlement, a further efficiency 
improvement of 10% in delivering the capital programme and at least 15% in 
partnership funding. 
 
Coastal Groups and their partners were tasked to identify their pipeline of schemes 
through to 2021 for approval in autumn 2014.  In previous years indicative 
allocations were subject to a full annual review leading to changes in the 
programme.  



 
The six year settlement represents a significant change to the programming of 
schemes and the allocation of funding.  Group members have welcomed this change 
with the feeling that it will give greater certainty over future funding and a more stable 
pipeline of schemes; making it easier to secure other contributions in particular from 
the private sector. 
 

The requirement to agree a six-year programme that was both realistic and 
deliverable by the autumn of 2014 meant the normal timetable for allocation of 
funding was brought forward by three months to begin in February.    
 
Coastal Group Members reviewed their projects in the existing indicative programme 
and considered the modifications needed to create the six year programme making it 
as robust and efficient as possible. 

 Essential Repairs - Tidal Surge Recovery Programme  

Without doubt the most memorable event of 2013 was the major flooding that 
occurred on the 5th and 6th of December.  The storm brought very strong winds to 
Scotland and Northern England resulting in a major storm surge that affected the 
North Sea coast. 

As a direct result of the significant investment, in coastal defence assets, that has 
been made since the last major event in 1953 there was no loss of life on this 
occasion, however there was widespread flooding and a large amount of damage 
caused along the coastline.  

In response to the 2013/14 winter storms and flooding, the Government announced 
a recovery programme to restore defences to the condition they were in prior to the 
bad weather.  An additional £130 million was identified for flood repair and recovery 
work, with £30 million to be spent before the end of October 2014. A further £140 
million was announced for repairing and improving FCRM assets over the next two 
years.  
 
Bad weather continued until March 2014 which delayed the start of repairs in many 
cases and left only seven months to complete the recovery programme.  The 
majority of work was completed on time, an impressive achievement from those who 
managed this additional workload whilst dealing with the demands of the 2014-15 
planned programme at the same time.  
 

The Government also offered a repairs and renewals grant of £5000/ property for 
households flooded between the 1st of December 2013 and the 31st of March 2014.  
This grant was widely taken up by individuals whose households and businesses 
were affected by the flooding.  These grants were also administered by Local 
Authorities in 2014/15. 
 
 
 

Regional Flood and Coastal Committee (RFCC) 
   

The RFCCs have continued to strengthen their coastal remit with coastal experts 
appointed to their committees.  Their Programme and Investment Sub-Groups 
consider all investment and funding in connection with the delivery of FCRM 
programmes relating to both Grant in Aid and Local Levy. 



 
During the year Coastal Group Members have worked with Environment Agency 
colleagues to promote coastal schemes within the six year investment plan.  
Through our continued engagement we have sought to influence the RFCCs to 
make informed decisions about coastal schemes and their importance when 
allocating funding.   
 
Coastal Group Members have regularly attended RFCC meetings to give advice on 
coastal issues in all three committee areas on the north east coastline during 
2014/15.   
 
The Chairmen of the RFCCs and their Coastal Experts have a standing invitation to 
attend Coastal Group meetings and it is pleasing to note that they have taken 
advantage of this and provided regular and helpful feedback throughout the year.   
 
To further promote engagement with elected members all RFCC Members have 
been invited to the Coastal Group’s Annual General Meeting to be held in October 
2015.  
 
 

Shoreline Management Plans (SMP) – Monitoring Progress on Action Plans 
 
On the north east coast there are three second generation Shoreline Management 
Plans (SMP2).  The plans, developed by Coastal Group Members divide the 
coastline into management areas and form a high level framework for managing the 
coastline.  The SMP’s have been adopted by their respective Coastal Authorities and 
the Environment Agency. They are complete and have been approved and signed 
off by each Local Authority and the Environment Agency in line with Government 
targets. 
 
The shoreline management plans relating to our coastline were developed between 
2007 and 2009 they are:- 
 

St Abb’s Head to the River Tyne - led by Northumberland County Council 
River Tyne to Flamborough Head – led Scarborough Borough Council 
Flamborough Head to Gibraltar Point – led by East Riding of Yorkshire Council 
 

In addition there is also the Humber Estuary Shoreline Management Plan which has 
been developed in association with the Humber Flood Risk Management Strategy.  
These plans have been developed by the Environment Agency and overlap our own.  
They extend from Easington on the north bank of the Humber south to Saltfleet, on 
the Lincolnshire coast.   
 
Monitoring progress on the SMPs and associated strategies is carried out by Coastal 
Group Members in association with the Environment Agency on an annual basis.  
Progress against SMP action plans was reported to the Environment Agency’s 
Coastal Officers early in the year.  Information on progress and individual scheme 
case studies was also made available to the National Coastal Team and included in 
the National Annual Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Report.  
 
To ensure that SMP’s remain current a change process has been put in place to 
make sure that changes to policy are properly approved and documented.  Changes 



to SMP policy were managed during the year by Coastal Group Members, as and 
when required, in line with the change process. 
 
 
 
Medium Term Strategy – Six Year Plan 
 

 Current Year 2014/15 
 

Coastal Group Members have worked closely in 2014/15 with Environment Agency 
Coastal Engineers on a wide variety of projects to deliver the strategic aims of the 
various SMP’s and individual strategies in place on our coastline. 
 
The extensive list of schemes demonstrates the diverse nature of the work being 
delivered on the coast by our members.  It includes studies, to inform future work, as 
well as habitat creation and a variety of coast protection projects located throughout 
the frontage.  This is a comprehensive package of work that contributes to both 
national and regional targets. 
 

 Future years 2015 -2021 
 
Coastal Groups and their partners were tasked to identify their pipeline of schemes 
through to 2021 for approval in autumn 2014.  In previous years indicative 
allocations were subject to a full annual review leading to changes in the 
programme.  
 

In return for a six year settlement the Government has set targets on properties to be 
protected and efficiencies that have to be made in the capital programme.  
 
To establish the six year programme the process of submitting bids to the 
Environment Agency’s Medium Term Plan was brought forward to February 2014.  
Bids for the 2015/21 MTP were collated in a very short space of time putting 
considerable pressure on Coastal Group Members as this coincided with the Local 
Authority year end, traditionally a very busy time of year. 
 
 

It should be noted that all Coastal Group Members submitted their combined bids 
towards the Environment Agency’s Medium Term Plan (2015/16 to 2020/21) by the 
2014 deadline.   
 
 
 
Flood and Coastal Risk Management Grant Funding  
(FCRM GiA)  Allocation 2015/16 
 

The Environment Agency’s Project Board approved the 2015/16 allocation of FCRM 
GiA in November 2014.  The total budget for Flood and Coastal Risk Management 
work on the north east coast is £34.9 million for 2015/16.  Grant in aid funding is 
supplemented by Local Levy and external contributions and allocated to a wide 
variety of projects that collectively deliver the strategic aims of the Medium Term 
Plan to protect over 1301 properties from coastal erosion and 77,000 from sea 
flooding.  
 



Coastal Group Members have again been successful in attracting partnership 
funding for their schemes thus allowing a greater number to go ahead.  The 
percentage of partnership funding is still low in comparison with other contributions 
and the new Government target for 15% partner contributions suggests that this is 
an area where greater effort will be required in future years. 
 
As well as public and private contributions, Local Levy money has been requested 
by our members as a contribution towards coastal schemes and also to prime 
schemes bidding for FCRM GiA.  Each £1 of Local Levy contribution allocated to our 
schemes by RFCCs has attracted on average £9 of Grant in Aid.   
 
The 2015/16 allocation of FCRM GiA to Coastal Group Members is shown below 
 
FCRM GiA 
 

£30.3 million 

Local Levy, Public and Partner 
Contributions 
 

£4.7   million 

Coastal schemes continue to be in direct competition with inland flooding schemes 
for funding under the Government’s ‘Resilience Partnership’ funding approach.  
Despite this the FCRM GiA funding settlement to members of the North East Coastal 
Group has increased slightly on the previous year.   
 
 
 

Progress on Schemes 
 

During the year progress on schemes has been monitored continuously by Coastal 
Group Members. Frequent updates on major schemes have been delivered at both 
NECG and RFCC meetings.  Progress on coastal schemes has been good with 
schemes on programme and claims for FDGiA being made regularly throughout the 
year meeting all deadlines and targets.  
 
Project Managers regularly prepare briefing notes to showcase and inform on some 
of the larger and more prestigious schemes.  The Coastal Group has incorporated 
site visits into its annual general meeting to enable group members to visit the larger 
projects and sites of specific interest.  Networking with other coastal managers in this 
way enables the coastal group to fulfil its objectives to share knowledge and 
experience and drive best practice in coastal schemes.  
 
In 2014-5 there were 4 strategies under development and 22 construction schemes 
in progress.  Schemes vary in size with some, such as Lincshore, of national 
importance as it protects many thousands of properties from flooding on the 
Lincolnshire coast.  
 

 Innovation and New Ideas 
 

The Coastal Group is a forum for innovation and new techniques for use in the 
construction of coastal schemes.  During the year we have invited contractors and 
suppliers to our meetings to present new techniques and have recently incorporated 
some of those ideas into the design of our schemes.   
 



Schemes where new techniques have been successfully incorporated during 
2014/15 include:-   

 

o Trinity Road, Whitley Bay  – Sea wall protection using a diamond shaped 
interlocking concrete block system  

o Seaton Carew - Reinforced earth design used to reduce scheme costs 
o Blyth Dunes - Geotextile system used to retain material in sand dune 

reclamation scheme 
 

 Projects of Acceleration and Growth (PAG Schemes) 
 
In November 2012 the Government announced an additional £120m to support 
projects that would generate economic growth or that could also be brought forward 
‘accelerated’ in the programme.  Our members bid for a share of this additional 
funding and have been successful in securing acceleration funding for five projects in 
the area. 
 
The schemes moved forward in the programme to utilise this additional funding with 
the one condition that all PAG projects start on site by the end of March 2015.  PAG 
schemes are listed below with an indication of their progress.  
 

o Seaham Harbour North Pier: Durham County Council – 101 residential 
properties and major port asset protected.  Cost £3,602k, Progress – On 
site  

 
o Headlands Structures and Blocksands:  Hartlepool Borough Council- 

558 residential and 4 commercial properties protected. Cost £9,625k, 
Progress- Project in design 
 

o Skinningrove Coast Protection Scheme:  Redcar and Cleveland Borough 
Council – 131 residential properties protected. Cost £3,015k, Progress – 
On site 
 

o Port Clarence and Greatham South: Environment Agency – 351 
residential properties protected and 32 businesses protected.  Cost 
£18,638k, Progress - Detailed design and engagement of beneficiaries 
 

o Grimsby Dock Flood Risk Management Scheme:  North East 
Lincolnshire Council – 1400 residential properties and major port assets 
protected.  Cost £19.6m, Progress - phase 1 complete and phase 2 on site  

 
Appendix 1 shows the location of major coastal schemes on the north east coast. 
 
 
 
Participation in National Projects 
 
Coastal Group Members have continued to take an active part in Environment 
Agency and Defra Projects which have been ongoing throughout the year.  We have 
agreed to run pilot schemes in some instances or to supply information collectively 
where necessary.   
 
 



Current projects which Coastal Group Members are involved with include:- 
 

 Development of the Asset Information Management System (AIMS) 

 Participation in Accelerated Investment Programmes 

 Research and development generally 

 Development of a National Coastal Monitoring Programme 

 Coastal Change Pathfinder schemes 

 Partnership working with the Marine Management Organisation 
 
Scarborough Borough Council and the East Riding of Yorkshire Council have both 
contributed significantly to the Coastal Change Pathfinder Project which has been 
running for some time.  They have trialled different approaches to coastal change 
and their experience has informed the national debate and should influence national 
policy in due course.   
 
 
 

Coastal Group Meetings 
 

The Coastal Group has met three times over the course of the year.  Ordinary 
business meetings were held on the 13th of June 2014 and the 13th of February 
2015  at venues in York which has proved to be a convenient central meeting 
location for all group members.  Both meetings were well attended. 

 

The Coastal Group held its Annual General Meeting on the 8th and 9th of October 
2014 in Scarborough hosted by Scarborough Borough Council.  Invitations were 
extended to RFCC members as well as Council elected members.  The first day 
included a visit to the coast to see a variety of projects on the Scarborough coast 
line.  Delegates were afforded the opportunity to meet socially with an informal 
evening dinner held in the town.  The Annual General Meeting was held on the 
second day in Council’s Spa Building, a fitting venue on the sea front.  High tides 
and an onshore wind ensured that we experienced firsthand overtopping of the coast 
defences in this location.  The meeting was well attended, and following the   
business of the Coastal Group there were a number of presentations followed by 
workshops sessions, the content of which provoked lively and constructive debate. 

 
Coastal Group Members have also attended the meetings of other groups with an 
interest in coastal management.  Representatives were present at all RFCC 
meetings, the Local Government Association Coastal Special Interest Group and the 
Environment Agency’s Coastal Conference in Bridlington. 
 
The North East Coastal Group publishes its annual forward programme of meeting 
dates in October of each year.   
 
 
 
Terms of Reference 
 
The current Terms of Reference and Constitution of the North East Coastal Group 
can be viewed on our website.  No changes were made to this document during the 
year.  
 
 



New Look Website 
 

The North East Coastal Group have re-launched its website which can be accessed 
at https://northeastcoastalgroup.wordpress.com/ The website continues to be 
populated with the Coastal Group’s minutes, presentations, forward programme and 
other information relating to the coast.  Articles of interest and other information for 
posting on the site can be submitted to our webmaster David Robinson via email at 
david.robinson@scarborough.gov.uk 
 
The website is currently being developed with links to all member authorities and 
other relevant organisations with an interest on the coast.  

 
Funding and Expenditure 
 
The Coastal Group membership subscription was held at £360 for the year, this 
amount reflects the cost of running the group.  Meeting venues and operating costs 
are reviewed on an ongoing basis to make savings where possible. 
 
The annual statement of accounts for the North East Coastal Group is attached at 
Appendix 2  
 
 

Engagement 
 
During the year Coastal Group Members have engaged with the communities and 
partner organisations, including other Coastal Groups and stakeholders. 
 
Our Annual General Meeting specifically encourages Elected Members and 
Members of the RFCC’s to attend.  Member involvement is important and valuable to 
maintain accountability with residents and the public.  
 
Within the Coastal Group there are a number of working groups dealing with 
shoreline management, strategic coastal monitoring and financial planning to help us 
deliver a variety of key outcomes.  As a result group members regularly meet with 
each other and other stakeholders increasing our understanding of coastal issues 
and enhancing the knowledge base of the group. 
 
At a regional and national level the Coastal Group has been represented at meetings 
with Defra, the Environment Agency, Regional Flood and Coastal Committees and 
the Local Government Association.   
 
Members have regularly attended the Defra/ EA Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk 
Management Stakeholder Forum and Environment Agency Coastal Conference both 
of which are valuable events and opportunities for wider engagement with key 
partners.  Group members hosted and attended the Environment Agency’s Annual 
National Coastal Forum that was held in Bridlington.  This event allowed us to further 
input into the national agenda from a regional perspective. 
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Business Planning and Strategy 
 
The Coastal Group has developed a Business Plan to drive progress on key issues 
and targets.  The Business Plan is updated on a regular basis and a copy can be 
viewed on our website.  
 
 
OFFICERS OF the North East Coastal Group (NECG) 
 
Officers of the North East Coastal Group were elected to the positions below in 
October 2014 for a period of three years. 
 
Chairman  Peter Woods Capita/North Tyneside Council Partnership 
Vice Chairman Teresa James North East Lincolnshire Council 
Vice Chairman Stewart Rowe Scarborough Borough Council 
Webmaster David Robinson Scarborough Borough Council 
Secretary Aaron McNeill Northumberland County Council 
Treasurer  Neil Urwin North Tyneside Council 
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